
The residential mortgage business has always been inundated with challenges such as 
manual hand-offs, paper-based processing, slack appraisals, perfunctory compliance 
checks, inefficient controls, and a lack of visibility in the origination process. All this has 
led to longer loan disbursal time, diminished customer confidence, and increasing cost 
of each mortgage loan. In addition, home loan processing challenges has led to a loss 
of market share in the Australian mortgage business

In recent years, financial institutions in Australia and globally have been witnessing 
significant increases in the nature and scale of regulatory investigations, surveillance 
and reviews, civil and criminal enforcement actions (whether by court action or
otherwise), formal and informal inquiries, and regulatory supervisory activities issued 
by regulators like APRA.

Mortgage
Lending
Solution
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Inability to adhere with changing compliances

Disparate Applications

Stringent and ever-changing regulations

Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing obligations

Third-party scoring, rating, and documentation
systems working in silos

Highly paper-centric process

Multiple document types and contracts

Redundant processes and data 

Broken experience across channels

Lack of interaction screens, information flows,
and data transparency between lenders and
customers 

Delayed lending decisions leading to missed
opportunities

Paper-based Processing

Lack of Straight-through Processing

Incomplete Automation

Multiple third-party checks & regulatory
websites

Frequent regulatory investigations and reviews

Mortgage lenders need to
eliminate these inefficiencies by
automating, streamlining, and
integrating processes.

Key Challenges Faced by Mortgage Lenders
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Newgen offers a highly configurable solution built on its low code process
automation platform that optimizes mortgage lending and provides an omnichannel 
experience to the end customer. The solution addresses all the above challenges by 
automating and streamlining the end-to-end lending cycle for the full range of 
mortgage loans – from origination to underwriting, disbursement, and servicing in a 
paperless and electronically driven workflow environment. Also, the solution helps 
in increasing the productivity of stakeholders, including credit analysts, risk
managers, credit admins, and client relationship managers.

Newgen's Mortgage Origination Solution



Future-ready: The solution is a combination of portal and framework that ensures agility for 
lenders' current and future requirements

Top-notch Integration Capability: It can be integrated with the bank's third-party and
legacy applications (such as core banking solutions), rating applications (like Creditor
Watch), Credit Bureau systems (like Experian, Equifax, Illion), property insights platforms
(like Core Logic), and third-party vendors. This integration capability ensures that banks can 
automatically fetch and validate information, reduce cycle times, and deliver best-in-class 
customer service. The solution supports bank statement analysis through PDF uploads or 
direct login through net banking. It also cross-compares data across all data sources like 
bureau/ bank statements and borrower-declared data. It enables third-party integration to 
verify ABNs, fetch and verify titles based on respective states, and includes valuation portals

100% Digital Origination: All the documents captured during the process are archived in 
Newgen's built-in document repository for easy access in the future 
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Key Differentiators

The solution is adept at handling the mortgage process through its dynamic and
rules-driven environment. It strikes the perfect balance between risk management and 
operational swiftness with its highly optimized decision workflows, automated compliance 
management, documentation, and comprehensive reporting. The solution adheres to the
LIXI standard and follows the language of lending as per LIXI data schemas.

Compliance-centric
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End-to-end Solution in Mortgage Lending

Customers

Scan/Upload Loan
Application Form

Fetch Current Employer
& Income Details

Credit Check
Integration

Document Upload/Generation
(e.g. Prequalification
Letter, Loan Estimate)

Fetch Borrower/
Co-borrower Details Flood

Title
Appraisal

Solicitor

Equifax

CBS

Fetch Assets &
Liabilities Details

Appraisal/Title/Flood/
Solicitor Checks Integration

Application Tracking

Lenders

Web/Mobile Portal

STP
Case

ClosingUnderwriting

Funding

YesNo

Integration
Layer

Brokers

Account Setup
Disbursement
Document Archival

Loan/Borrower/Property/
Income/Assests Review
Underwriting Decision(Approve/
Reject/Defer)
Register and Lock the Loan

Review Loan Details
Closing Details (Escrow setup)
Closing Disclosure
Closing Document generation
E-Signature

Top-notch Integration Capability: It can be integrated with the bank's third-party and
legacy applications (such as core banking solutions), rating applications (like Creditor
Watch), Credit Bureau systems (like Experian, Equifax, Illion), property insights platforms
(like Core Logic), and third-party vendors. This integration capability ensures that banks can 
automatically fetch and validate information, reduce cycle times, and deliver best-in-class 
customer service. The solution supports bank statement analysis through PDF uploads or 
direct login through net banking. It also cross-compares data across all data sources like 
bureau/ bank statements and borrower-declared data. It enables third-party integration to 
verify ABNs, fetch and verify titles based on respective states, and includes valuation portals



End-to-end Automation of
Mortgage Lending Process

Origination

Multi-channel origination (branch/online/mobile)

Electronic/online-based dynamic forms for ease of use

External credit bureaus integration for AML/blacklist checks

Required disclosures to customers

Review

Credit analysis with applicant's financials

Rule-driven scoring & rating

AI/ML-powered calculator for gauging probability of 
defaults and dropouts

AI/ML-powered pre-approved offers

Automated compliance checks

Exception management with tracking & alerts

Ordering vendor services (credit, 
title, appraisals, fraud guard report)

Rule-based customer journeys

Serviceability calculators
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Approvals

Rule-based sequential or parallel approval

Decision-based routing

Mobile-based approvals and notifications

Closing and Funding

Handling negotiations

Generating offer letters (dynamically populating the 
offer letter for each customer)

Getting e-Signatures/wet signature 

Pre & post disbursement checklist 

Funds disbursement

Stage-wise disbursement supported 
for construction loans

Monthly payment schedule generation 
in the form of balloon/bullet payment, 
etc.

Real-time & user-specific dashboards 
for 360-degree visibility

Proprietary reporting module to 
generate multiple reports

Payments alert and monitoring

Rule-based early warning system

Monitoring

Query/complaint management

Mortgage modifications

Foreclosures

Audit history of cases

Servicing
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Solution Highlights

Multi-channel User Journeys: Responsive and
intuitive dynamic forms for loan request origination 
from multiple channels (broker/online/branch) and 
devices (desktop, tablet, mobile). Seamless
integration of customer details with IDMatch,
GreenID, etc. wizard & milestone-based interactive 
interfaces to ensure customer satisfaction and
delight. Real-time tracking of the mortgage
application status and abandonment handling

Pre-screening: Dynamic forms for mandatory data 
entry and eligibility qualification along with the credit 
checks to remove duplication and identify possible 
defaulters based on blacklist/AML/PEP and various 
other checks 

Paperless Processing: Workflow-based electronic 
document movement eliminates the need to have 
physical documents at each step of the process

Compliance Management: Checklist and validation for responsible lending compliance. 
Users can ensure compliance with regulatory disclosures as per mandate

Single Unified Interface: One interface for all the users across mortgage origination to 
avoid duplicate data entry. Seamless integration with various internal (core banking) and 
external systems (credit bureaus, fraud hazard, appraisal, title, flood and legal, etc.) to 
push and pull required data 
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Underwriting & Credit Analysis: Comprehensive credit assessment tools that take into 
account financial information, employment information, account conduct, and pricing. 
Inbuilt serviceability calculator and stress testing for financials. The entire process is 
seamlessly tied with compliance guidelines

Document Management: Maintenance and segregation of documents based on 
deferred/waived-off/received/pending and generating loan packages with pre-defined 
bank-specific templates

Document e-Signature: Uploading, viewing, and 
e-signing features for closing documents to enhance 
customer satisfaction

Deviation & Delegation Management: Event and 
rule-based management of exceptions, as well as 
appropriate workflow routing 

Disbursement: Integration with core banking and
card management systems for customer and account
creation and supporting amortization schedule
generation with full/partial disbursement schemes

Easy Integration: Integration with third-party and 
legacy applications of banks, such as core banking 
solutions, rating applications, credit bureau systems, 
and others

Real-time Reporting: Configurable real-time reports 
to present 360-degree reports on mortgage SLAs, 
KPIs, and compliances. Pro-active monitoring with 
advance alerts for quick actions on risk 
items/non-compliances. Easy report configuration 
without any limitation by business owners

Adaptable Architecture: The solution backbone, i.e., 
low code application engine, provides limitless 
adaptability to the solution. The solution allows for 
quick changes for current and future requirements
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Why Newgen’s Mortgage Lending Solution?
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Roll out products faster
with an off-the-shelf
solution accelerator

Leverage existing
investments through

seamless integrations

Manage change through
the flexible rule-based

framework

Adhere to regulations and
compliances, including LIXI

Generate comprehensive
reports in real-time

Create audit trails, at any 
time directly, accessible 

for internal control



Reduce application 
abandonment rate

Send real-time updates to 
customers on application 
progress 

Enable straight-through 
processing

Review loans at 
100X speed

Ensure omnichannel 
engagement 

Enable agile frictionless 
onboarding
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About Newgen

FOR SALES QUERY 

CANADA: +1-202-800-7783
AMERICAS: +1 (202) 800 7783

AUSTRALIA: +61 290 537 174
INDIA: +91 11 40773769
APAC: +65 3157 6189
MEA: +973-1-619-8002, +971 44541365
EUROPE: +44 (0) 2036 514805

info@newgensoft.com
www.newgensoft.com 

Newgen is the leading provider of a unified digital transformation platform with 

native process automation, content services, and communication management 

capabilities. Globally, successful enterprises rely on Newgen’s industry-recognized 

low code application platform to develop and deploy complex, content-driven, and 

customer-engaging business applications on the cloud. From onboarding to 

service requests, lending to underwriting, and for many more use cases across 

industries. Newgen unlocks simple with speed and agility.

reduction in
operational costs

increase in tracking 
and monitoring of 
loan applications

reduction in process 
TAT

improvement in
quality and compliance

improvement in 
first-time-right

50%

75%

80%

90-95%

99%

Newgen - Transforming Banks Globally


